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Equations of Hamilton-Jacobi type arise in many areas of applications, including 
the calculus of variations, control theory and differential games. Recently 
M. G. Crandall and P.-L. Lions established the correct notion of generalized 
solutions for these equations. This article discusses the convergence of general 
approximation schemes to this solution and gives, under certain hypotheses, explicit 
error estimates. These results are then applied to obtain various representations as 
limits of solutions of general explicit and implicit finite difference schemes, with 
error estimates. (3 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Recently Crandall and Lions ([3], also see Crandall, Evans and Lions 
[2]) introduced the notion of the viscosity solution of nonlinear first order 
partial differential equations. They used this notion to prove uniqueness 
and stability results for Hamilton-Jacobi type equations, in particular the 
initial value problem 
;+H(1,x,U,DU)=O in lRN x (0, T] 
/ 
(0.1) 
u(x,O)=uO(x) in [WN 
where H: [0, T] x [WN x [w x [W”’ + Iw is continuous and DU = (&/ax, ,..., 
du/dx,) denotes the gradient of U. The existence of this solution for the 
problem (0.1) was established by Crandall and Lions [3], Lions [6, 71, 
Souganidis [8] and Barles [ 11. Moreover, recently Crandall and Lions 
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([4]) proved the convergence of a general class of finite difference schemes 
to the viscosity solution of the model problem 
;+H(DU)=O in Px (0, Yf] 
(0.2) 
u(x, O)=u,(x) in RN 
and gave an explicit error estimate. 
This paper discusses the convergence of general approximation schemes 
to the viscosity solution of (0.1). In particular, it contains a general 
theorem which roughly says that any “reasonable” scheme converges to the 
viscosity solution of (0.1). Under certain hypotheses explicit error estimates 
are also given. (Some of the arguments in the proof of these estimates 
parallel the ones in [4].) We then use this abstract theorem to establish 
several results concerning the convergence of explicit and implicit finite dif- 
ference schemes (with error estimate). For other applications of this 
theorem, in particular, for convergence of Trotter products as well as 
special representations (min-max), related to the theory of differential 
games, we refer to [9, lo]. 
The statement of the abstract results as they apply to (0.1) is rather 
lengthy and complicated. We therefore defer it to a later section. Here we 
describe a simple version of these results related to the model problem (0.2) 
and show how one can use them to obtain the convergence of implicit finite 
difference schemes. 
To this end, for p > 0 we introduce a mapping F(p): BUC(RN) + 
BUC( RN)’ such that for every u, li E BUC( R”) 
(Fl) F(0) u= u. 
(F2) The mapping p -+ F(‘(p) u is continuous in BUC(RN). 
(F3) There is a constant C, 3 0 such that 
II&) UII G ClP + lI4.* 
(F4) F(p)(u+k)=F(p)u+k for every PER. 
F5) IIfO) u-0) 4 G Ilu-fill. 
(F6) If UE CX,1(UP”),3 then Fur C2i(R”‘) and 
IIWP) 4 d lIDul13 
’ suC(0) is the Banach space of bounded real valued uniformly continuous functions 
defined on 0. 
z For u: 0 + R, lJuI/ = sup,, c1 lu(.x)l. 
3 C$:(@) is the space of (bounded) real valued Lipschitz continuous functions defined on 0. 
For UE C$j,(lV), jlDulJ denotes the Lipschitz constant of u. 
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Moreover 
IIF(P) 2.4 - 4 6 C*P 
where C, is a constant which depends only on (lDull. 
Finally, we want to assume that, when applied to smooth functions, F(p) 
behaves as a “generator.” We have 
(F7) For every Q E Ci(RN)4 
Ii 
F(P)d-d +H(D(b) -+o 
P Ii 
as p + 0. Moreover, for each R > 0 the limit is uniform in d provided that 
IIW, 11~*411 GR.’ 
Now for every partition P = (0 = t, < t, < . . < t,,(,) = T} of [0, T] and 
for zq,~ BUC(RN) define up: or+ R by6 
u/4x, t, = Rt - Ii- 1) uP(‘, lj- l)(X) 
if r E (t, _ , , ti] for some i = l,..., n(P). 
(0.3) 
We have 
THEOREM. Let H: [WN -+ [w be continuous and assume that for every p > 0 
F(p): BUC(IWN) + BUC([WN) satisfies (Fl), (F2), (F3), (F4), (F5), (F6) and 
(F7). If, for uO E BUC(RN) and a partition P of [0, T], UE BUC(&) is the 
viscosity solution of (0.2) and up: & * Iw is given by (0.3), then 
sup 14x, t) - u,(x, t)l -+ 0 as IPl +0,7 (0.4) 
(W)EQT 
If; moreover, HE C”.‘( [WN) and F(p) satisfies: 
(F8) There is a constant C3 > 0 such that for every (b E Ci(RN) 
4 C:,,(O) is the space of k times continuously differentiable functions defined on 0 (which 
together with their k derivatives are bounded). 
5 For 4: 0 + R such that d2qS/kc,dx, exist, ilO’& =x,,, l~3Zq5/3x,ax,l~. 
6Q~=R”x(0, T],~r=RN.[O. T]. 
‘ForapartitionP={O=~,<t,i.~. <tfi,p,=T} of [O,T],lpl=max,(f,-t,-,). 
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then for every u0 E C’>‘( R “) 
sup 124(x, t)- U,(X, t)l 6 KIPJ”2 (0.5) 
W.1) E 0s 
where K is a constant which depends only on J(qll and IIDuOlj. 
Next we describe how one can obtain, using the above theorem, the con- 
vergence of some implicit finite difference schemes related to (0.2) for 
N = 1. In particular, let H: R --f R be a Lipschitz continuous nonincreasing 
function. For p 3 0 and u E BUC(R) let F(p) v: R + R! be defined by 
F(p) u = v3 
if p = 0, 
the unique in BUC(R) solution of 
u(x) + PH 
24(x + pa) - u(x) 
> 
= u(x) 
P@ 
where CL > 0 is some constant, if p > 0. 
One can check (and we do so later) that F(p) satisfies (Fl), (F2), (F3), 
(F4), (F5), (F6) and (F8). In view of the theorem, if, for u0 E BUC( R), 
UE BUC(oT) is the viscosity solution of 
;+ H(Du)=O in QT 
u(x, 0)=24,(x) in R 
and up: QT+ [w is defined by (0.3) then 
u(x, t) = lim 24,(x, t). 
IPI- 
(0.6) 
Moreover, if u. E C:‘(R), for JPI sufficiently small, 
lu(x, t) - 24,(x, t)l < KlPl “2 
where K depends only on // uoIl and lIDu,II. 
(0.7) 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 recalls the definition and 
some properties of the viscosity solution as they are stated in [2] and [3]. 
Moreover, it includes the existence results and some further properties of 
the solution as they are stated in [l] and [8] as well as the general 
assumptions made on H. Section 2 is devoted to the abstract convergence 
theorems, In particular, two theorems are given. The first deals with 
schemes which satisfy an (F7) type assumption (such an assumption is 
identified as a “generator” property). The second theorem corresponds to 
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schemes which do not satisfy such an assumption directly. In Section 3 we 
obtain the convergence of several explicit finite difference schemes and give 
error estimates. Section 4 is devoted to fully implicit finite difference 
schemes. Detailed references for all the above are given in each section. 
1 
We begin this section by describing the assumptions on H. Throughout 
this discussion we will assume: 
(Hl) HE C( [0, T] x RN x R! x RN) is uniformly continuous on 
[0,T]xRNx[-R,R]xB,(0,R)foreachR>0.8 
(H2) There is a constant C > 0 such that 
C= sup ~H(t,x,O,O)~ < co. 
(t-.l)EQ, 
Moreover, we require some monotonicity of H with respect to U. More 
precisely, we assume: 
(H3) For R > 0 there is a yR E R such that 
for x fz RN, -Rds<r<R,Odt<Tandpe[WN. 
Finally, we will have to restrict the nature of the joint continuity of H. The 
following Lipschitz-type assumption will be used: 
(H4) For R > 0 there is a constant C, > 0 such that 
IN& x, r, PI - WC I’, r, P)I d Cd1 + IPI) Ix - .A 
for r E [0, 7J, \rl d R and x, y, p E RN. 
Next we state some assumptions on H which we are going to use later in 
addition to the above. In particular, occasionally we will assume: 
(H5) For R > 0 there is a L, > 0 such that 
IH(t,x,r,p)-H(t,x,s,p)ld~.Ir-sl 
for XE RN, -Rdsdr<R,Odt<TandpEIWN. 
“~,vh R)= {xeK!N: lx--xoI <R}. 
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(H6) For R > 0 there is a N, > 0 
I~(~,x,~,~)-~(t;x,~,p)l~~,(1+Ipolt--l 
for t, in [O, T], Jr1 d R and X, p E IWN. 
Finally: 
(H7) For R>O there is a M,>O such that 
IH(t,x,r,p)--H(t,x,r,q)l~~MRl~-ql 
fort~[O,T],~~(W~,~r~~Randp,q~[W~withI~~,~q~QR. 
We continue now with the definition of the viscosity solution of (0.1). 
We have 
DEFINITION 1.1 ([2, 33). Let HE C([O, T] x iWNx [w x [WN). A function 
u E C(QT) is a viscosity solution of 
$+H(r,r,u,Du)=O 
if for every #EC”(Q)’ 
if u-d attains a local maximum at (x,, to)~ Q,, then 
$(x0, to) + H(fo, xo, 4x0, to), Wxo, to)) < 0 
and 
(1.1) 
if u-d attains a local minimum at (x0, to) E Q,, then 
$ (x09 to) + H(to, xo, 4x0, to), D&x,, to)) 20. (1.2) 
If, moreover, UE C(QT) and u(x, 0) = uo(x) in [WN, we say that u is a 
viscosity solution of (0.1) on QT. 
Remark 1.1. Definition 1.1 is a combination of Definition 2 and 
Lemma 4.1 of [2]. 
Next we state the theorems about the uniqueness and existence of the 
viscosity solution of (0.1) as well as some other results of [ 1, 2, 3, 81 con- 
cerning this solution. 
9 C,;,(O) is the space of infinitely many times continuously differentiable functions (of com- 
pact support). 
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THEOREM 1.1 ([l, 3, 81). Let N:[O,TJx[WNx(WxIWN-+[W satisfy 
(Hl), (H2), (H3) and (H4). For every ~,EBUC([W~) there is a 
T= T( [Iuo[l) > 0 and u E SUC(&) such that u is the unique viscosity solution 
of(O.1) on QT. I’ moreover, yR in (H2) is independent of R, then (0.2) hes a 
unique viscosity solution on Q T for every T > 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 (I.3 [3]). Let u E C( Qr) be a viscosity solution of 
g + H( t, x, 2.4, Du) = 0 in Q,. 
Lffor ~EC’(Q~) with $>O and I,!IEC?(Q,): 
#(u - $) attains a positive maximum at (x0, to) E QT, then 
_ (4x0, to) - $(x0, to)) 84 
4(x0* to) 
x (x0, to) + $ (x0, to) 
+ H(to, x0, 4x0, to), 
- u(xo9 ;;x; y”; to) D&x,, to)+D$(xo, to))Q 0. (1.3) 
9 0 
Zffor ~EC’(Q~) with $20 and +~c’(Qr) 
d(u - tj) attains a negative minimum at (x0, to) E QT, then 
_ (4x0, to) - VQO, to)) 84 
4(x0, to) 
y$ (x0, toI +$ (x0, to) 
+ ff to, x0, 4x0, to), ( 
The following results of [S] give a priori bounds on the norm, the 
Lipschitz constant (in the x variable) of the solution u and the difference 
lb - uoll. 
We have: 
PROPOSITION 1.2 (1.5 [I8]). Let H: [O, T] x IW’x Iw x W’-+ [w satisfy 
(Hl) and (H3) with yR $0 for every R >O. If, for uoe BUC(IWN), 
u E SUC(Q,) is the viscosity solution of (0.1) in QT, let R > llujl and y = yR. 
The following are true for every f, SE [0, T]: 
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(a) If H satisjks (H2), then 
IId., r)ll de -yr(Tc+ Il~oll) (1.5) 
where C is given by (H2). 
(b) If H satisfies (H4) and u(., t) E Cz’(R”) for every T E [0, T] with 
L=suPo<,<i- . . IIW., 7)ll, then 
llDu(., z)ll d e-“(L, + z[C,( 1-t L)]) (1.6) 
for euery z E CO, Tl where Lo = lIDu,I( and C, is giuen by (H4). Moreover, 
Lde T(ZC,Qr-;‘7 7)( L, + TC,). (1.7) 
(c) Zf u. E Cr’( W”), then 
IIu(., z) - uo// 6 TecyT sup IH(t, x, r, p)I 
(r.r)e8r 111 GII~OII IPI < II~~Ull 
(d) If u(., ~)EC~‘(R”‘) for every ZE CO, TI and su~~~,~~ 
IJDu(., z)jl 6 L, then UE Ct’(Q,) and 
Ilu(-, r)-u(., s)ll <IT--S/ ecyT sup JH(t, x, r, p)J. (1.9) 
(.W) t a-, 
lrl < Ilull 
IPI G L 
We conclude this section with some results concerning the behavior of 
the viscosity solution of (0.1) in the case that H satisfies (H4) and 
u. E C;‘( IV”). We have 
PROPOSITION 1.3 (2.2 [S]). z for H: [0, T] x RN x R x RN + R satisfy- 
ing (Hl), (H2), (H3) and (H4) and USE C2’(RN), UEBCIC(Q,) is the 
viscosity solution of (0.1) in Q,, then u E C$‘( &). Moreover, the Lipschitz 
constant is estimated by Proposition 1.2. 
2 
In this section we deal with the convergence of general approximation 
schemes to the viscosity solution of (0.1). Moreover, under certain 
assumptions explicit error estimates are given. In particular, we prove two 
theorems, which, in the applications we examine later, lead to the same 
conclusion, in the case that His independent of U. The first theorem is con- 
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cerned with schemes, which satisfy a “generator” type assumption (like 
(F7), (F8) in the Introduction). In particular, we have 
THEOREM 2.1. (a) For H: [0, T] x [W”‘x [w x [WN + [w satisfying (Hl), 
(H2) (with constant C), (H5) (with constant L independent of R) and (H4), 
(H6), (H7) (with constants C,, N,, M,, respectiuely, $or R30) and for 
uo~C2’([WN) let u~C)1.~(&) he the viscosity solution af (0.1) in QT. For 
(t,P)~K={(t,p)~CO,T1x[IO,pol:Odp~~t), ~~herep,=p,(Ilu,ll)>O,let 
F(t, P, .> .): C>‘(rW”) x Ct’(rW”) + C;‘(rW”) he such thatfor every u, u, u, 6~ 
CZ,‘( RN) 
(Fl) F(t,O,u,v)=v. 
(F2) The mapping (t, p) -+ F(t, p, u, u) is continuous with respect the 
I/ I/ norm. 
(F3) F(t,p,u,v+k)=F(t,p,u,v)+kforeverykE[W. 
(F4) IIF(t, P, u, u) - 4 d C,, dwe C, = C,( Ilull, /IDull) 3 0. 
(F5) There exists an r > 0 and L, > 0 such that tf v(x) < ii(x) for every 
XE RN, then ,for any] y E [WN, such that 
lv(y+w-v(y+M’)I, l~(y+M’)--(y+M?)I6~lM’--U’I 
.for every M’, L? E B,V(O, pr), 
F(A P> u, V)(Y) d F(t, P, u, Q(y) 
HIhere L = sup, < ~ < T . , IIDu(., r)lI and z=max(L,, L)+ 1. 
(F6) There exists a constant Cz > 0 such that 
II46 P, u, u)ll 6 ePc2(Ilull + PC’,) 
provided that /DuJ( < z. 
(F7) There exist constants C,, C, > 0 such that 
erc(-3+“4)( llDuoll + TC,) 6 z 
and 
IIDF(t, P, u, u)ll d P(c‘3+c4)( IDull + PC,) 
provided that Ilull d eTc2( llu,J + TC,) and IlDulI d E. 
(F8) For every ~EC,?JLW~) andxEIWNsuch that ID&x)/ <L+ 1, 
F(t, P, u, 4)(-~)-$(-~) 
P 
+ H(t> x> u(x), N(x)) d Cd1 + IIWI + ll~‘dll) P 
where L=sLIP,~,~~ IIW., t)ll and C, = C5(l141, IlDuIl, L). 
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For a partition P= {0= t,< t, < ... < t,(,,= T} of [0, T], let up: &+ [w 
be defined by 
U,(& 0) = u,(x), 
UP(X, t)=F(t, t-tti--l UPC., ti-,), UP(., ti- l))(X) 
if t E ( ti- 1, ti] for some i = l,..., n(P). (2.1) 
Then there exists a constant K depending only on (Iu,-I( and IIDu,,/I such that 
l/up--II <KlPl”2 (2.2) 
for I PI sufficiently small. 
(b) For H: [0, T] x [WNx Iwx [WN-+ iw satisfying (Hl), (H2), (H4) 
(with constant C, for R B 0) and (H5) (with a constant L independent of R) 
and ,for u0 E BUC(IWN) let u E BUC(&) be the viscosity solution of (0.1) 
in QT. For (t,p)~K={(t,p)~[O,T]~[O,p~]:O~t~p}, where po= 
po(llu,ll)>O,letF(t,p;;): BUC([WN)xBUC([WN)-+BUC(IWN)besuchthat, 
for every u, U, v, 0~ BUC(IWN), it satisfies (Fl), (F2) (for ueC>‘(RN)), 
(F3), (F4) (,for u E Cz,‘( iw”)) and moreover: 
(F9) There exists a constant C, 2 0 such that 
lIF(r, P, K 0) - F(f, P, 11, fiJII < I/v - fill + PC, Ilu - 41 
provided that ii, VE C’:‘(rW”). 
(FlO) There exists a constant C, > 0 such that 
lIF(f, P, zd, u)ll 6 epC7(l14 + PC,). 
(Fll) Zfu~C~‘(ik?~), rhen F(t, p, u, u)EC’T’(IW~) and 
IIDF(t, p, u, u)ll ~e~‘(c‘x+‘y’(IIDuII +pCg) 
where C,>O and C,=C,(llull)20. 
(F12) For UE Cz’(rW”) and 4~ Cj2,(Iw”) 
II 
F(t, P, u, 4) - 4 + H(t, ., u, Dd) --f 0 
!I 
as p-+0. 
P 
Moreover, for each R > 0 the above limit is uniform on u, 4, provided that 
ll4l, IlWl> Il~dll~ II@dIl G R. 
rf; for a partition P of [O, T], u,: o,+ Iw is defined by (2.1), then 
Ilup-4 -+o as IPI -+ 0. (2.3) 
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Before we give the proof of the theorem we discuss some of its 
assumptions. In particular, since non-expansive mappings commuting with 
the addition of constants are order-preserving and vice versa (Crandall and 
Tartar [S]), (F5) is implied by (F3) and 
(F13) (IF(t,p, u,u)-F(t,p,tr,G)ll d \lu-VlI for U, u,~:EC~~‘([W~). 
Similarly, (F5) together with (F3) implies that, for tized (t, p) and U, 
F(t, p, U, . ) is non-expansive on {U E Ci,‘(R”): lIDul( d L + 1 J. In several 
applications we are going to have (F3) and (F13), in which case the con- 
ditions on u in (F6), (F7) are irrelevant. Moreover, instead of (FS), 
occasionally we will assume 
(F14) For every UE C~‘(RN) and 4~ Ci(RB”) 
where Cl,= Cdll~ll, IIWI). 
This of course implies (F8). Finally, we want to remark that the important 
hypotheses are the ones on F. In particular, in part (b) one can assume a 
more general condition than (H4) and the result is still true. However, in 
applications, most of the time, one needs (H4) to check (Fl 1) and (F12). 
Moreover, the assumption that the constant in (H5) is independent of R 
has been made only for simplicity. In fact in the applications one can 
always reduce to this case. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (a j We begin with a lemma, which records 
some of the properties of up. In particular, we have: 
LEMMA 2.1. For a partition P = {0 = t, < -c t,llPJ = T) ?f [0, TJ and 
MOE CF’(RN), let up: Q,--+ Iw he defined hq’ (2.1). The following are true: 
(a) For ever)’ o E [0, T] 
Ilup(., ~111 6 @3tCz + Il~oll) (2.4) 
and 
u,(*, T)EC~‘(R”‘) with IIDu,(., ~)lj <e7(C3+C4)(llD~Oll +zC,). (2.5) 
Moreover, if T E (tim 1, ti] for some i = l,..., n(P), then 
II~~~~~~~--Up~~,fi~,~/l~~1~~-~, I) (2.6) 
where c, = C,(erc?( Ijuo/j -t TC,), t). 
(b) ups BuC(c2.h 
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The proof is rather simple and we leave it to the reader to supply the 
details. 
We continue now with the proof of (2.2). It is obvious that it suffices to 
show that there exists a constant K,, which depends only on (IuOIJ and 
II&J, such that 
sup (e-L’(U,(x,t)--(~,~))f)~K,IP11’210 
(AT)EQT 
(2.7)' 
for JR] sufficiently small. Here we prove only (2.7)+, since the proof of 
(2.7)) is identical. To this end, let M, be defined by 
Mp = (x;y~Q, Ce-“‘(u&, T) - 44 z))+ 1. 
Without any loss of generality we may assume 
M,>O. (2.8) 
In view of Lemma 2.1(a), we know that there is an R, > 0, independent of 
the partition P, such that 
ll~~ll G R,. 
For R=max(R,, Ilull) and E= IP( lj4, let @: IWN x IWN x [0, T] x [0, T] + ll&! 
be defined by 
cO(x, y, z, s) = eCLC(r+s)‘21(up(x, 5) - u(y, s))+ 
T+S 
+3(R+l)P,(x-4')+3(R+l)y,(r-s)-+4, 
where p,( .) = /!I( ./E) and y,( . ) = y( ./a) with 
BEC,“([WN),P(0)=1,068~1, 
ID/31 <2, ID'/31 <4,B(w)=O if IwI >l, 
P(w) = 1 - II012 for /ujI G J@, 
(2.9) 
B(w) < l/2 for 1 WI > J3/2 
and 
y E C;(R), y(O) = 1,O Q y < 1, 
IDyl d2, ID2yl <4, y(t) =O if I4 > 1, 
y(t) = 1 - t2 for ItI < J$S, 
(2.10) 
y(t) < 112 for I tl > J3/2. 
lo r + = max(r, 0), r = max( - r, 0). 
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Since 0 is bounded on [WN x IW”’ x [0, T] x [0, T], for every 6 > 0 there is a 
point (x,,y,,r,,s,)~[W~~(W~~[O,T]x[O,T]suchthat 
@(Xl, Yl, Tl? s,)> sup @(x, y, t, s) - 6. 
(X,.V,T,J)E RNX RNX [0,7-l x [O,T] 
Next choose CE C,“([WN x [WN) so that 0~5 d 1, [(x,, vr) = 1, 1051 < 1, 
\D*[[ 6 1 and define Y: IWN x IWN x [0, T] x [0, T] -+ [w by 
yu(x, Y, 7, s) = @,(x9 y, 7,s) +2X(x, Y). 
Y = @ off the support of [ and 
w, Y,,~,,~*)=~(x,,Y,,~,,~,)+2~ 
> sup @(x7 y, T, s) + 6 
(Y,j,.T,S)E wx LQNX [O,T] x [o,r] 
therefore there is a point (x0, y,, rO, so)~RN~RN~[O,T]x[O,T] such 
that 
y’(x,,, yo, 70, Jo) 2 wx, Y? T? $1 
for every (x, y, z, s) E IWN x IWN x [0, T] x [0, T]. 
Moreover, for 6 < min(&,, iMp), 
Ix,-Yol d&t ITo-SOI d&T 
UAXO, To) - 4Y0, Jo) > 0, wxo, y,, 50, so) > 0, 
1x0 - ,V,l d (L + 26) E2, 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Yc(To - so) = 1 - (To-so)* E2 ’ j?Jx, - ,vo) = 1 - ‘X0;2Y012. 
Indeed observe that, if for 6 < $ either Ix0 - y,l > E or IrO - sO/ > E, then 
(2.11) implies 
2(R + 1) + 3(R + 1) + 26 2 qxo, y,, 50, so) 
3 Y(x, x, T, T)>e+(+(X, T)-u(x, t))+3(R+ 1,-+A4, 
and therefore 
263;M,+R+l 
which is a contradiction. Moreover, the above argument also shows that 
vx 09 Yo, To3 s,)bfM,+6(R+ l)>O. 
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Next observe that 
therefore for 6 < i MP 
i.e., 
e - LC(70 + .wwl(up(xo, zo) -u(yo,so))+ 2$M,>O 
U,(XO> 7.0) - dY0, so) > 0. 
Moreover, (2.1) yields 
2(~+ l)+3(~+ w,( x,-y,)+3(R+1)+26 
3 vxo, Yo, to, s,)>,‘Y(x,x,r,z)>,~M,+3(R~l)+3(R+l) 
therefore, since 6 < l/24, 
i.e., 
jr(xo - yo) = 1 - ‘X0;zY0’2. 
A similar argument implies 
Yc(To - so) = 1 - 
Ibo-SOI2 
E2 * 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Finally JJ~ is a minimum point of the mapping 
y+ -(z’2)(*o+so44(y, so) - 3(R -I- 1) /iE(XO - y) - 26<(X,, y) 
therefore for every y E RN 
3(R + 1) PAxo - Y> + ~K(G, v) - 3(R + 1) Pkxo - yo) - 2X(x,, yo) 
< eC(“/2)(70+JO)(u(y, so) - u(y,, so)) \ 
<e-ct!2)cTo+Jo)LIxo- y,( <6(R+ 1) L(y- yol. 
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This implies 
I - 3(R + 1) DBE(xo - ~0) + 264i(x,> yo)l6 6(R + 1) L 
and, in view of the choice of i and (2.13), 
1x0 - y,l d (L + 26) E2. 
There are several cases to be considered. These are: r0 20 and s0 = 0, 
r0 = 0 and s0 2 0 and r0 > 0 and s,, > 0. We begin with the case t0 > 0 and 
so = 0. 
1st case. t,30 ands,=O. From (2.11), (2.12) and 
it follows that 
u~(xo, To) - u,(h) + 3(R + 1) b&% - l’o) + 3(R + I)( 1 -T;/&') 
+ 2~~(xch Yo) 
2 y(Xo, Yo, TOT 0) 3 Uoh) - U,(Y,) + 3(R + 1) flc(x, - yo) 
+ 3(R + 1) + 261(x,, yo). 
This yields 
3(R + 1) lU,(X,, To) - U&d + 3(R + I)( 1 - T;/E2) 
>3(R+ 1). 
Using Lemma 2.1 (a) we obtain 
T;jE' d c, To 
and thus 
Todc,&2 (2.15) 
where c, is a constant which depends only on lIuoll and IIDu,ll and is given 
by Lemma 2.1 (a). Then (2.11) implies 
lU,(Xo, To) - Uo(Xo)l + lUo(Xo) - Uo(Yo)l + 3(R + 1) + 3(R + 1) + 26 
~Y(xo,y,,~,,O)~4M,+3(R+1)+3(R+l), 
i.e., 
M,<2[(C,)2+LIpuoll] &2+46(&2+ 1). (2.16) 
505/59/l-2 
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2nd case. r. = 0 and so 3 0. From (2.11) and (2.12) it follows that 
uo(xo) - U(YO, so) + 3(R + 1) BE(xo - yo) + 3(R + 1 )( 1 - s;/E’) + 26[(x,, yo) 
a ~~x(x,, Yo, 0, so) 2 wo, y,, 030) 
2 uobo) - UO(YO) + 3(R + 1) PAX, - yo) + 3(R + 1) + 2X(x,, y,,) 
therefore 
But, since u E Cog’ with Lipschitz constant [[Dull, 
SfyE2 Q IlDull so 
i.e. 
so < IIDUII E2. 
Then (2.11) implies 
(2.17) 
luo(xo)-~ob’o)l+ I~o(~o)-4~o,~o)l+3(R+ 1)+3(R+ 1)+26 
~Y(x,,y,,0,so)~fM,+3(R+l)+3(R+l) 
and therefore 
M,d2(llDul12+LIIDu,I()&2+46(&2+ 1). (2.18) 
3rd case. z, > 0 and so > 0. It follows for (2.11) and (2.12) that so is a 
minimum point of the mapping s +e -(t’2)(ro+s)~(yo, s) - 3(R + 1) 
yE(zo -s) + (s/4T) M,, therefore for s E [0, r] 
3(R+ 1h,(70-d-~T+3(R+ *MO-so)++, 
~e~‘L/2”‘0+J)u(yo,s)~e-‘L/2”‘0+~o)u(yo, so) 
d R’.+ IIW I -sol <6(R+ 1) g+ IlD (/ I -Sol. 
(2 b (2-4s 
But in view of (2.10), 
6(R+ 1) ItO-Sg T<6(R+ l)($+ IIDull)+-&M, 
E 
- 
< 6(R + 1) 
( 
y + I/Dull +hT 
> 
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i.e. 
- 
ILJ-sol ,(F+ llDull+j+) E2. (2.19) 
Next observe that (x,, q,)~ QT is a point where c,4(up-ti) attains a 
positive maximum and (yO, S~)E QT is a point where $(u- fi) attains 
negative minimum where 
+ &‘ti2)‘rO+.“~(xo, y) (y) Mpe’L/2Nro+S). 
Using (2.20) and Proposition 1.1, we obtain 
0+(y,,,s0)-$(y0,s0))+~3(R+ 1)e’L’2”r~+so)P,(Xo- y,) 
;2&? ‘L/2h+J”l~(Xo, yo) +4,e’L:“‘To+sn’ 
L (70 + so) 
--- Mpe’t’2”ro+so’+ H(s,, y,, u(y,, so), D$(y,, so)) 
2 4T 
i.e., 
kT Mpe ‘L/2Kro+so)+3(R+ 1)e’~/*“70+~O’y~(zO~SO) 
(2.21) - 
Gi (4Y0, so) - u,b-0, To)) + wo, Yo, U(Yo, so), W(Yo9 so)). 
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Moreover, since r,, E (tip , , ti] for some i = l,..., n(P), we also have 
uP(x, fiLl)G$(X, f,-,)+e- (t’2’(ro~r,~I)(Up(X0, To) - i+qx,, To)) 
for every x E RN. (2.22) 
In view of (2.9), (2.10), (2.1 l), (2.20) and the choice of [, the following are 
true: 
llD$(., t,+l)ll <6(R+ l)eLT 
IlD’$( ., tj- ,)I1 6 12(R + 1) etT 
(2.23) 
Finally, in the course of the proof of (2.12) we established that 
ID&,, so)1 = / -3(R+ 1) e(L12)(ro+,~~)DP,(XO- yo) 
+ 26P*“‘“+“0’ D&x,, y,)l d L 
and thus 
IW(x,, SIJ -CL + + 
for 6 <e-“/4, since 
(2.24) 
M-G, 70) = D$(y,, so) - 26e’“‘2”‘o+“o’(D,.i(x,, yo) + D.,i(x,, yo)). 
Next observe that for w, w  E B,(O, (rO - tj- i) r) (where r > 0 is given by 
(F5)) 
Ie% + w, t;- 1) - Il/(-% + w, t; - 1 )I 
~l~(xo+w,t,~~)-ICl(~o+~,t;~~)-D~(x,,tj~~)~(~-W)l 
+ I&%~ fi-,I-@4x,, zo)). (w-G)1 + IWxo, d.(w--11. 
(2.9), (2.23), (2.24) and the choice of [ imply 
lW,+w ti-I)-Il/(xo+@, ~;-,)I 
- 
< 12(2, - tip 1) r eiT+~(L+1/2)lPI+L+1/2 Iw--1. 
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Since E= IPI , ‘I4 for 6 < 1 and (PI so small that 
- 
IPI “2( 12r( 1 + IPI ‘I’) eLr +; (L+ l/2) jPI”2)< l/2 (2.25) 
we have 
Il+b(x,+w, t, ,)-rl/(x,+G, t,~ ,)I -4W~-4. 
Moreover, 
/u,(x”+M’, t,+,)-uu,(xo+M,, I;-,)1 <Zlw--WI. 
Thus (F3), (F5) and (2.22) imply that 
U,(.%, T”) = F(T,, To- ti I? UPC.7 ti-,), UPC.3 f,-,))(xo) 
< F(T”, TIJ - t, It u/4., ?I- I)> tit’> ri-l))(-xO) 
+ e (L’2)‘rop ‘1 l’(u,(xo, ro) - $(x0, ro)) 
and 
O~~(~o,~o-~,- 1, u/4., t, 113 II/(.> ~,-,))(xo)-ti(xo~ ti-1) 
To - 1, I 
+ *(x0, ti-,)-‘h(-xo,To) 
To - f,  I 
+( 
e (E..2)li,, ‘I I)- 1)(24,(x,, To) - ‘h(Xo, To)) 
To--t, I 
But 
e (t~a(r,r- 1s ,I- 1 < z I (EJ2 
To--i I - IPI, 2 8 
o<~,(-%, To) - $(X0, To) = ~(t’2)“o+“o’l+@o, y,, To, so) < 9(R + 1) et= 
and 
*tx 0, t,- I) - ‘/d-u,, To) 
To-t, I 
- 
1 
d -rTMpe (L~2)cxo+so)+; (u(y,, so)-$(x0, To)) 
+ 3(R + 1) e(m(ro+d y,(T~-s~)-y,(ti~,--~) 
TO--j-, 
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(FS), (H5), (2.23), (2.24) and the last inequality imply 
+TM,e (Ll2)(ro + so) _ 3(R + 1) e(L/2)(rO+W) 
Y&To - so) - rAti- I -so) 
T0-tl-I 
- 
+; (UAXO, To) - 4Y0, $0)) 
-- 
d -ff(To x0> UFO,, To), &4x0, t,- 1)) + LC, IPl 
+ Gu + llW(~, t;-,111 + ll~2t4~~ t,-INJIPl 
-$+(L+3)(R+l) eLTIPI (2.28) 
where C, = C,(R, t) is given by (F8), provided that 
- 
; L+; ,p,<;. 
( 1 
(2.29) 
Now we add (2.21) and (2.28). Using (2.20), (2.23), (2.24), (H7) with 
~2 = Mmax(R,L + II and 
IWxo, zo) - WY,, so)1 6 4AJT 
we obtain 
& Mpe (t’2)(ro+so) + L(u,(xo, To) - u(y,, so)) 
G fwo, Yo, 4YOf so) WY,> so)) 
- WTO, x0, UAXO, To), W(VO? so)) 
+L -&+(1+3)(R+l) 
( > 
eZTl~(+3(R+1)e(L’2)(70+“o) 
X 
( 
-?a~0 - so) + 
YE(TO -so) - YAf,- I - so) 
To--j-I > 
+ Cd1 + IlW(., t,-,)I1 + ll~‘ti(.> ti-,)ll IPI 
and in view of (H3), (H5), (H4), (H6), (2.12) and (2.19), 
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IPI 
- 
+(C,+N,)(l +LeLT) $+-&+26+L+ IIDu)l .s* 
( ) 
+3(R+ l)eLT 
E2 
jPI+L -&+(t+3)(R+I))e”lp. 
( 
(2.30) 
Combining (2.16), (2.18) and (2.30), using the fact that E = IP( ‘j4, assum- 
ing (P( < 1 and letting 6 JO we obtain 
M, < K, (P( Ii2 
and therefore 
where 
sup (u,(x,~)--(x,5))+ <KIP\“* 
(.Y.i) E QT 
K=eLrK, =2((c,)‘+L JIDu,/( + ((Du((‘+ L ((Duo/() etT 
+2~eL’(~(L+f)M+~CI+C5(l+18(R+l)eLI) 
- 
+(C,+N,)(l t-L) $+kT+L+ llDul\ 
> 
(2.31) 
provided that 
‘P’<min 
1 1 1 ~ - 
1’L(L+$)‘4(24re’T+(L,2)(L+f))2 
(2.32) 
(b) We begin with the observation that it suffices to assume 
u0 E Cz’(RN). Indeed, if u0 E BUC(RN), we can find a sequence {u,,,,,} in 
Ct’(R”‘) such that IIzQ,~- uOII +O as m + cc. Then, in view of 
Proposition 1.4, 
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where U, is the viscosity solution of (0.1) for uOrn. Moreover, if up,, : 
or-+ R is defined by (2.1) for uOrn, then, 
where tipI is such that z~(t~~~, ti]. 
Combining all the above and using a simple inductive argument we 
obtain 
which proves the claim. For the rest we are going to assume that 
u0 E C~‘(R”‘). In this case, we need the following lemma 
LEMMA 2.2. For a partition P = (0 = t, < . . . < t,,(p, = T} qf [0, T] and 
USE CT’(RN) let up: &,- 54’ be defined by (2.1). The,following are true: 
(a) for every ZE [0, T] 
(i) llu.(., ~111 G eTC“(ll~OII + W). 
(ii) up( ., z) E C:‘(R”) and I(Du,( ., r)ll d er(CR+C9)( I/DuOll + zc,) 
where c, = C,(e”.‘( //uJ + TC,)). 
(iii) If z~(t~~~,, tj] for some i=l,..., n(P), then IIup(.,z)- 
u,(., tip,)11 <?*(T- t,+,) wherez, = C,(eTC7(llu01J + TC,),eT(C8fC9)(IJDuoJI 
+ Tc9)). 
(b) up E BW~T). 
Since the lemma is proved in exactly the same way as Lemma 2.1, we 
omit its proof and we continue with the proof of Theorem 2.2(b). It suffices 
to show that 
sup jePLT(Up(x, z)-U(X, r))‘)+O as lP/ -+O. 
(Y.i)EQ, 
Without any loss of generality here we prove only that if 
M,= Sup (e--L’(u,(x, r)-~(x, 7))‘) 
(.T,Ti) E07 
then 
M,-+O as (PI + 0. 
The proof has many similarities with that of part (a); therefore we omit 
some of the details. 
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To this end, we claim that for every IX > 0 there is a p0 = pO( J)qJJ, 01) > 0 
so that if IP( <p,,, then 
M,<a. 
For r > 0 fixed but arbitrary, let E > 0 be so that 
where wHSR is the modulus of continuity of H on [0, T] x RN x 
[I-R, R] x B,(O, R), ?, is given by Lemma 2.2(a)(iii) and 
lI~4=~UPo<~<r IlDu(., z)li. (Note that Proposition 1.2 implies that 
u( ., 5) E C$‘(?jBG) for every t E [0, T]). For such e choose p. > 0 so that if 
P < pot then 
(2.34) 
with R 3 max( I/u/l, eT“7( TC, + Iluoli)) and 
where L, is given by Lemma 2.l(a)(ii) so that 
IIW, SUP IIDU.(~, z)ll G L, 
OGi<T 
and po>O is such that 
We are going to show that if \PJ < po, then 
M,ca. (2.35) 
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Indeed, let P = (0 = t, < t, < ... < t,(,) = T} be a partition of [0, T] 
with 1 PI < pO. Without any loss of generality we assume that 
M,>O. 
In this case, as in the proof of part (a), for every 6 > 0 we can define a con- 
tinuous function Y: RN x RN x [0, T] x [0, T] + R by 
Y(x, y, 7, s)=e- (Z’*)(z+S)(Up(X, 7)-u(y,s))‘+3(R+ l)/?,(x-y) 
+3(R+ l)~,(~-s)+Wx, Y)-~ 
(7+slM 
p 
where i~Com(R?x[W~), O<c<l, lD[l<l, (0*1)<1, BE(.)=B(./s), 
yE( .) = 7(./s), p and y as in (2.9), (2.10) respectively, 
ye C,m(R), 0 < y d 1, y(0) = 1, Iy’l d 2, lf’l < 4 
such that there exists a point (x,, y,, zO, sO) E RN x RN x [O, T] x [0, T] 
with the property that 
wxo, Y,, 70, so) 2 wx, y, 7, s) 
for every (x, y, z, S) E IV x RN x [0, T] x [0, T]. (2.34) 
Moreover, as in part (a), for S < 6, = min(&, ;M,) we have 
Ix0 - Yol G 67 ITO -sol G 6, u&o, 70) - 4Y0, so) > 0 
and 
~(xo,Yo,7o,~o)>Q 
(2.37) 
We have to consider the following three cases: z. B 0 and so = 0, z. = 0 
and so > 0 and to > 0 and so > 0. We begin with the case z. > 0 and so = 0. 
1st case. z. > 0 and s = 0. It follows from (2.36) that 
e~(L’2)ro(up(xo,70)-uO(yO))+ +6(R+ 1)+26 
3~(x,,y,,7,,0)3~M,+6(R+l). 
So, in view of (2.37) for 6 < 6, 
M,n d 2( IIDuo(l + c,, E + 4s. (2.38) 
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2nd case. r0 = 0 and s0 > 0. Again (2.36) implies that 
e-‘42)so(uO(xO) - u(y,, so))+ + 6(R + 1) + 26 
> Wx,, y,, 0, so) 2 +M, + 6(R + 1) 
and so, 
M,62p4\\ &+46. (2.39) 
3rd case. r. > 0 and so > 0. As in the 3rd case of the proof of part (a) for 
6 < 6, we have 
$T Mpe (L’2’(ro+30’< H(so, y,, u(y,, so), D$(yo, so)) 
- wro, -~0,4Yo, So), Nb,, so)) 
+CO ,,.,,,,,,,+,,(46e~1+4(~,+f) I()+$ 
where $ is given by (2.20). This yields 
M,62T u 
( 
H.max(llull,ll~ull + II(&) 
(2.40) 
Adding (2.38), (2.39) and (2.40), letting 6 JO, and using (2.33), we obtain 
(2.35). 
Remark 2.1. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1(b), that part (b) 
is really a result concerning Lipschitz continuous functions. In particular, if 
for (t, ~)EK, F(‘(t, p, ., .): Ct’(RN) x Ct’(iR”) + C>‘(RN) satisfies all the 
assumptions of Theorem 2.1(b) with (F9) replaced by (F13), then the con- 
clusion of Theorem 2.1 (b) holds for every u0 E Czv’( RN); (F9) was used only 
to show that if (2.2) is true for every USE Ct’(R”), then it is true for 
240 E BUC( RN) too. 
The next theorem is concerned with schemes which, although they do 
not satisfy a generator type assumption, can be approximated in a suitable 
way by schemes of the type considered in Theorem 2.1. More precisely: 
THEOREM 2.2. (a) For H: [0, T] x aBN x [w x [WN -+ [w satisfying (Hl), 
(H2) (with a constant C), (H5) (with constant L independent of R) and 
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(H4), (H6), (H7) (with constants C,, N,, MR respectively for R 2 0) and 
for u. E CT’([WN) let u E Cf’(Q,) be the viscosity solution of (0.1) in &. For 
~t,~~~~={(t,p~~CO,Tl~CO,pol:OQp~t}, wherep,=po((luoll)>O,let 
F(t, p, .): CT’(W”) -+ Ct’(RN) be such that for every u, US C$‘(RN): 
(F15) There exists a constant C,, >O such that 
IlF(t, p, u)-F(t, p, ii)ll <epc’iI(u-i41. 
Moreover, suppose that for every (t, p) E K there exists a mapping 
F(t, p, ., .): Cz’([WN) x CT’(rW”) + Cz’(rW”), which satisfies the assumptions 
of Theorem 2.1(a) with (F13) instead of (FS) and also 
(F16) For every UE CE,‘([WN) 
IIF(t, p, u) -F(‘(t, P, u, u)ll < Cup2 
where Cl2 = C12(l14, IIWI 1. 
For a partition P= {0= to< t, < ... < t,,(,,= T} of [0, T], let up: Q,- R 
be defined by 
u,(x, 0) = uo(xL 
u,(x, t) = F(t, t - tip,, u,(., ti - j))(-x) (2.41) 
if t E (tie 1, ti] for some i= l,..., n(P). 
There exists a constant K, which depends only on (juoj( and (IDu,(l, such that 
llup-u/I < KIPl”2 (2.42) 
for IPI sufficiently small. 
(b) For H: [0, T] x IWN x [w x [WN -+ [w satisfying (Hl), (H2), (H4) and 
(H5) (with a constant z independent of R) and for USE BUC(IWN) let 
UEBUC(&) be the viscosity solution of (0.1) in Q,. For (t, P)E K= 
((t, P) E CO, Tl x CO, PO]: 0 <<p d t}, where po=po(IluoIl)~O, let F(t, p, .): 
BIJC(RN) -+ BUC([WN) be such that it satisfies (F15) for every 
u, ii E BUC([W “). Moreover, suppose that for every (t, p) E K there exists a 
mapping F(t, p, ., .): BUC([WN) x BUC([WN) + BUC(lQN), which satisfies the 
assumption of Theorem 2.1 (b) and also 
(F17) For every UE Cg’(lw”) 
lIF(t, P, u) - F(‘(t, P, u, u)ll = O(P) 
where o(p) depends only on (lull and JIDu(l and o(p)/p --) 0 as p + 0. 
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IJ; for a partition P of [0, T], up: QT+ R is defined by (2.41) then 
IlUP - 4 -+ 0 as IPI -+ 0. (2.43) 
Remark 2.2. A remark analogous to the ones following Theorem 2.1 
applies here too. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (b) For uO, u,EBUC(R~) let up, up: oT-+ R be 
defined by (2.41). A simple inductive argument, in view of (F15), implies 
that 
IIup-upI1 <eTC”IIu,-u,ll. 
But then it is easy to see, using the arguments at the beginning of the proof 
of Theorem 2.1(b), that it suffices to prove (2.43) for USE Ctl(RN). In this 
case let ii, : Q T + R be defined by (2.1) for the above F and uO. There exist 
constants R, and L, which depend only on lluOli and IIDu,ll such that for 
every partition P of [0, T] 
II~PII 6 R, and sup IIDU,(., ~)ll < L,. 
OGTGT 
Next for cx > 0 fixed but arbitrary, let pi = p ,(c1) > 0 be so that if p < p, 
then 
a 
0) <- 2Tec”T p 
where o(p) is given by (F17) and corresponds to R, and L,. If r E (tie i, t,] 
for some i = l,..., n(P), 
i.e. 
+ 2TeC”T a(T4-J. 
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An inductive argument then implies 
a 
lIup(., z) - hp( ., z)ll d TeTc” - 
CI 
2Tec”T = -’ 2 
Finally, since by Theorem 2.1(b) UP + u as (PI + 0, let p2 = p*(a) > 0 be 
such that if p Q pO, then 
For P<min{p,, pZ} we have 
which proves the result. 
(a) Using Theorem 2.1(a), the above relations, appropriately 
modified so that they apply to this case, and (F16), for IPI sufficiently 
small, we have 
Ilup - u/I < RI I’( 1’2 + TC,,eTc*’ JP 
where R and C,, depend only on (/z+,J( and IlDu,ll. For I PI < 1 this implies 
(2.42) with 
K= K-I TC,,eTc”. 
Remark 2.3. A remark analogous to Remark 2.1 applies to 
Theorem 2.2. In particular, if F(t, p, . ): Cgl(rW”) -+ Czl(lRN) satisfies all the 
assumptions of Theorem 2.2(b), then the results hold for every 
USE C>‘(R”). Moreover, it follows from the proof of part (b) that we may 
assume F(t, p, ., .): Ct’(lRN) x C$‘(UXN) -+ CF’([WN) satisfying all the proper- 
ties. Then the result still holds. 
3 
In this section we prove the convergence of explicit finite difference 
schemes to the viscosity solution of (0.1) and give explicit error estimates. 
As mentioned in the introduction such a result was first proved by Cran- 
da11 and Lions [4] for the problem (0.2). The theorem stated below is a 
generalization of their result. 
We now describe the class of difference schemes to be considered here. 
For notational simplicity only, we will assume N= 2. The definitions and 
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results for general N will be clear from this special case and we will not 
state them. A generic point in R* will be denoted by (x, y) and we will 
write DU = (uX, uY). Let a, /I be some given positive numbers. For p > 0, 
u:R*+R and (j,k)~ZxZ!,” we define u$.:[w*+iw,A~ujq,:rW*-+Iw and 
A’#‘,:[w*-4&! by 
U&(X, Y I= 4x + .bP, y + wp 1, 
A-; uiqdx, Y) = u,“+ ,,h Y) - u,q,k Y), (3.1) 
A-‘; Q(-c Y) = ulqk + ,(x, Y) - u&.(x, Y). 
Moreover, for p, q, r, s fixed nonnegative integers and U: R* + lJ8 let 
(A.;u)P: ~*-,~(P+Y+1)(‘+“+2) and (A.“cu)P: ~*+[W(p+q+2)(r+s+l) be 
defined by 
and 
(A”, ~1” (x> Y) = (A-1 uf&-,(x, VI,..., A”, u;,s+ ,(x, y)) 
(3.2) 
(A.: u)” (x, Y) = (A: uPp,&, y) ,..., A.: u;+ ,,Jx, y)). 
If u E C”s’( R2), it is easy to see that for every (x, JJ) E R*, 
and 
l(A”,uY’(x, ~11 ItA-“;uY (x3 Y)I <A ,,Du,, 
Pa ' PP 
(3.4 
(3.3 
where A = 2(p + q + 2)(r + s + 2) and 1 I denotes the usual metric in any 
OP. Finally, for u, u: R* -+ 5k’ and 0 < p < t d T, let F(t, p, u, v): 5X2 + Iw be 
defined by 
FCC PT u, u)(x, Y) 
= 4x9 Y) - pg 
( 
6 x9 Y, 4x, Y), y (x, y), y (x, y )) if p > 0, 
F(f, 0, 4 UK% Y) = 0(x, Y) (3.5) 
where g: [O, T] x R2 x Rx R(J’+4+1)(r+s+2)~ R(p+y+2)(r+s+1)-+ R satisfies 
(Gl) g is uniformly continuous on [0, T] x [w2 x C-R, R] x 
B ~p+y+I~~r+s+2~(O~R)~B~p+q+2~~r+s+I~(O~R) for every R>O. 
‘I .iZ is the set of integers. 
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(G2) There exists a constant C > 0 such that 
sup Ig(t, x, 0, 0 ,..., 0)l GC. 
(-V)EQT 
(G3) For every R ~0 there exists a constant L,>O such that 
Id& x, Y, r, w  z) - g(t, x, Y, 6 w, z)l d L, Ir - ?I 
for every tE co, r1, (4 VI 65 @, r, FE C-R, R] and (w, Z)E 
[W(p+y+ l)(r+.v+2) x [W(p+y+Z)(r+.s+ 1). 
(G4) For every R>O there is a constant CR such that 
Ig(f, -x, Y, r, w  z) - dt, -f, Y, r, w  z)l 
~C,(1+I(~,~)l)(l~-~l+l(x,~)-(~,~)0 
for t, TV [0, T], (x, y), (2, j)eDB’, jr/ 6 R and (w, z)E(W(“+Y+‘)(~+~‘+~)X 
[w(P+Y+zKr+J+I) 
(G5) For every R > 0 there is a constant M, > 0 such that (g(t, x, y, 
r, w, 2) - g(L -x, y, r, w, - Z)l <AJI~I(w, z)- (W, Z)l for t E [0, ZJ, (x, Y)E R2, 
IrJ <R and (w, z), (@, Z) E iw (P+4fl)(ri\+2)x [W(Pf4+2)(T+S+l) with I(w,z)l, 
/(I+, Z)l <R. 
The explicit finite difference schemes of interest here are generated 
by (3.5). We say that (3.5) is consistent with the equation 
U, + H(r, x, y, U, u,, u,.) = 0 occurring in (O.l), if 
g(t, x, y, r, a ,..., a, h ,... , h) = WC x, y, r, a, b) 
for t E [0, ZJ, (x, y)~ R2, re R, a, hi KY. (3.6) 
Moreover, we call (3.5) monotone on C-R, R], if 
For every U: lR2 + R, if u(x, v) < w(x, y) for every 
(x, y) E R2, then, for any (a, 6) E Iw2, such that 
for --p<j’<q+ 1, -rdk’ds, -p<jdq, -rdkbs+ 1, 
F(t, P, u, u)(a, b) d F(t, P, u, w)(a, b). 
(3.7) 
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The main result is 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H: [0, T] x [w2 x [w x [w2 + [w be continuous and U,,E 
c;‘(p). Let g: [O, T] x R2x [wx [W(P+4+lNr+.,+2)X [W(P+4+2)(r+S+l)+ [w 
satisfy (Gl), (G2), (G3), (G4) and (G5) and suppose that (3.5) is 
consistent with (0.1) and monotone on [ - [er(2Ceir+ “‘( IjDu,ll + CT) + l), 
eT(2csir+ t) (IIDu,ll + CT) + 11, where, if R = etT( I)uOI/ + TC), then c= C,. 
For a partition P of [0, T], define up: &+ [w by (2.1) and (3.5). Let u be 
the viscosity solution of (0.1). Then there is a constant K, which depends only 
on I(uO/l, I1Du,ll, g and T, such that, for sufficiently small IPI, 
(Iup-uII < KlPI”2. (3.8) 
Proof It suffices to check the assumptions of Theorem 2.1(a). It is 
obvious that, for every (t, p) and u, v E Ct’(R2), F(t, p, u, v) E C~‘(rW’). 
Moreover, (Fl) and (F3) follow from (3.5). Next, for UE C$‘(lR2) observe 
that 
IF(t> P, ~3 u)b, Y) - 4x, Y)I 
and therefore 
IIF(t, P, ~2 1 
where 
C4(lIuII, IIWI 
~)-Ull 6PC‘I(II4, IIW) 
I= SUP I At, t, r, w, z)l 
It CO,~l 
< E R2 
lrl G Ilull 
/*.I GA IIDull 
I=1 GA IIDull 
with A given by (3.4). The fact that (t, p) + F(t, p, u, u) is continuous in the 
II II-norm for u E Ct’(R*) is a consequence of the above inequality and 
(G2), (G3), (G4), (G5). 
Now we want to verify (F5). To this end, let 
r=JT(max{p,r,q+l,s+l}+l)max{cc,p) 
and assume that v(x, y)< w(x, y) for every (x, y)~ tR2. If for some 
(2, j)E R2 
Iu(x+a, p+b)-v(Z++, j+b)l, Iw(%+a, j+b)-w(.%+S, j+6)1 
<zl(a,b)-(a,@1 (3.9) 
505.59.1-3 
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for (a, b), (a, 6) E B,(O, pr) and z = ,T(L+2ceeir)( IjDu,I[ + CT) + 1, we claim 
that, for any u E C~‘(llP’), 
F(L P, 4 v)(% Y) d F(t, p, u, Lqx, jq. (3.10) 
Condition (F5) follows from (3.10) and the fact that (G2), (G3), (G4), 
(5.6) and Proposition 1.3(c) imply that u(., z) E Ct’(R2) for every t with 
To prove (3.10) we use the monotonicity of the scheme. In particular, for 
some j, k with -p< j<q, -r<kds+ 1 we have 
pa (2, j) = 
I I 
4-f + p(j + 1) a, j + pk/l) - u(X + pj@, Y + pkp) 
PE 
But (p( j + 1) ~1, pkfi), (pju, pkfi) E B,(O, pr); therefore by (3.9) 
IA-; v:[,(X, j)l < Zpa 
and similarly 
= = 
IA-; w$‘,(X, y)l ,< Lpcc, &VP,,& y)J, IA; w;&, Y)l < Lpfl. 
Inequality (3.10) then follows from (3.7). 
For (F6) observe that the discussion after the statement of Theorem 2.1 
implies that, if UE C2’(R2) with ))Du)l <z+ 1, then 
lIF(c P, 4 u) - Qt, P, u, OH d lb/l 
and therefore 
But 
IQ4 P, h 0)(x, Y)l 
= I -pg(t, x, Y, 4x, y), O.‘.O, O’..O)l 
d P(L 1141 + C) 
thus 
Il-F(4 P, 4 u)ll d e”“( llull + PC). 
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Next, for UE C~‘(R’) such that lluli 6e”(JI~l[ + TC) and IIDul( <z, let 
ii: R* --) R be defined by 
$x, y)=u(x+v, y+5) 
for some (q, 5) E R*. We have 
therefore 
IF(t, P, 4 UN% Y) - F(4 P, 4 u)(x + ?, y + 411 
d IIDUII I(% 01 +PuDull I(% 01 +/al + lIW)l(rl, 511 
which implies 
Since 
IIDF(z, p, 24, u)ll d epct+ “( lIDz.ll + Cp). 
em+“( p4011 + CT) < z 
(F7) holds. 
Finally, for u E C:‘(RN) and q5 E Cz(RN), if (x, v) E R2 is such that 
De, Y)l <z + 1 
then, for p > 0, 
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and therefore 
where A= ~AM,,,,,,,,,,L+ ,)r, thus (F8). 
4 
This section is devoted to the convergence of certain fully implicit finite 
difference schemes to the viscosity solution of (0.1). We now describe the 
class of difference schemes to be considered here. For notational simplicity 
only, we will assume N= 2. The definitions and results for general N will be 
clear from this special case and we will not state them. A generic point in 
R2 will be denoted by (x, I:) and we will write Du = (u,, ZQ). Let ~1, /?I > 0 be 
some given positive numbers. For p > 0 and U: R2 -+ R we define P*%: 
R2 + R and A “.*,“u: R2 + R by 
A’.+%(x, y) = u(x + crp, y) - u(x, y), 
A’.mm~“u(.u, y) = u(x, y) - u(x- rp, y), 
A-‘,+%(x, y) = u(x, I’ + pfi) - u(x, y), 
A.“, .(‘u(x, y) = u(x, y) - u(x, y - pp). 
If tl E C?‘( R’), it is easy to see that for every (x, y) E lR2 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
As far as H: [0, T] x R2 x Rx lQ2 + 5% is concerned, here we assume that it 
satisfies (H 1 ), (H2), 
(H8) There is a constant L > 0 such that 
lH(f, t-x, ~1, r, (P, 4)) - H(i, C-f, I’), F, (~5, q))l 
~L(lf-il+I(.u,y)-((x,y)l+lr--rl+l(p,q)-(p,q)l) 
for every t, TV [0, r], r, FE R and (x, y), (X, j), (p, q), (p, 4) E R2, and 
(H9) H is monotone with respect to p and q for every t E [0, T], 
rE R and (x, y), (p, q)e 178’. 
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For U, u, w  E BUC(R*) and 0 < p 6 t Q T let T(t, p, u, u) w: R2 + R be 
defined by 
= 4x, y) - PH ( 4 4 y, 4% y), 
G (x, y), 7 (x, y)) (4.3) 
where we use A’7+,p (A”,‘.p), if His nonincreasing with respect to p(q), and 
A r.-,p(A~,--,p), if H is nondecreasing with respect to p(q). In view of (4.1) 
(Hl), (H2) and (H8), it is obvious that T(t, p, u, v) WEBUC(R’). 
Moreover, we have 
LEMMA 4.1. For a, fl sufficiently large, T(t, p, u, v) has a fixed point in 
BUC(R’). If, moreover, u, u E Cz’(W”), then the fixed point is in Ct’(R’). 
Proof: We first show that, for a, p sufficiently large, T(t, p, u, u) is a 
strict contraction in the (I /I-norm. Indeed, if w, z E BUC( R’), then 
IT(t, P, u, 0) Nx, Y)- T(tt P, ~3 u)z(x, ~11 
t, x, y, u(x, y),T(x, y),q(x, y)) 
So if C,,=2,:IzL(l/a+ l/j)<;, 
II T(4 P, u, u) w - vt, P> 4 0) 4 d Collw - 4. (4.4) 
By the contraction mapping principle Z’(t, p, u, u) has a unique fixed point 
in BUC( R’). 
If U, u, w  E C~‘(R’), it follows directly from (H8) and (4.3) that 
lloT(t, P> ~7 0) 4 d IPull + PUN + IIW I+ Coll~wll. (4.5) 
So, if w  is such that 
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we have 
It follows that T(t, p, U, u): C~‘(R’) + C~‘(R*) has unique fixed point 
G E Cz’(R*), which satisfies 
/,D$,, < IPII + km1 + IIWI) + co . 
l-C, 
and (4.7) 
I/k// < IId +mc+ Il4)+Co . 
1 - co 
where the second inequality is a result of (H2) (C is the constant in (H2)), 
(H8) and 
ll~(c P> K u) 41 Q Ilull +dC+ Il4)+ Gll4 (4.8) 
and it is valid even when U, v, w  E BUC( R’). 
Next for 0 <p ,< t 6 T let F(t, p, ., .): BUC(R*) x BUC(R*) + BUC(R*) 
be defined by: 
If p = 0, 
If p > 0, 
We have: 
then F(r, p, U, a) = U, 
then F(t, p, U, v) is the unique fixed point 
of T(t, p, u, u): BUC([w*) + BUC( l-8’). 
(4.9) 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) Let H: [0, T] x R* x [w x R* -+ R sazisfy (Hl), (H2), 
(H8), (H9) and USE BUC(RN). For a partition P of [0, T], define 
UP. . Q, -+ R by (2.1) and (4.9). Let u be the viscosity solution of (0.1). Then 
lIUP--4 -+o as [PI -to. (4.10) 
(b) If u0 E C2’(R*), then, for sufficiently small IPI, 
IIUP - UII Q KIPI I’* 
where K is a constant which depends only on (1 qJ(, I(DuOll. 
ProoJ: (a) It suffices to check the assumptions of Theorem 2.1(b). 
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Conditions (Fl) and (F3) are immediate consequences of the definition of 
F( t, p, u, u) and r(t, p, U, u). To check (F4) observe that (4.7) yields 
bP sup 
((X,.V).T) E QT 
Iff(G -x> Y, 4x2 YL P> q)L 
I( G (IlDull + TLC1 +IIDull)+ Cd/(1 ~ Co) 
The continuity of (t, p) -+ F(t, p, U, U) for u E C~‘(R’) follows from the 
above inequality for p = 0 and from the properties of r(t, p, U, U) and (4.6) 
(4.7), (4.8), in the case that p > 0. 
For (F9) we need to specify the monotonicity of H. In particular, here 
we assume that H is nonincreasing with respect to p and nondecreasing 
with respect to q. If another combination is true, then one has to modify 
what follows in an appropriate way. If p = 0, then 
IIF(4 0, u, u) - F(r, 0, 4 411 = Ilo - fill. 
If p > 0, then w  = F(f, p, U, u) and W = F( t, p, u, V) satisfy 
4x, Y) + PH 
AX.+.Pw 
4 x, Y, 4x, y), ~ pi (x3 Y)? 7 (x, y,) = u(x, y), 
(4.11) 
*(x> Y) + PH t, x, Y, z4x, yh y  (x, y), 7 (x, y)) = iqx, y). 
We show that 
sup 
(.l[,y) E [w* 
(w(x, y)-W(x, y))‘G Ilu-VII +pLIlu-Ull. (4.12) 
The above, together with a similar inequality for SUP~~~,~~,~ R2 
(W(x, y)- w(x, y))), which is proved exactly as (4.12), implies (F9). 
Without any loss of generality we assume that 
sup (w(x, Y) - qx, Y))’ > 0. (4.13) 
(x,.v) E Es 
In this case let @: [w* --) Iw be defined by 
w, Y) = (wb, Y) - @(x9 Y))‘. 
Since @ is bounded, for every 6 >O there is a (xi, yi)~ iw* such that 
@(x,, Yl)> SUP (w(x, Y)-*(x3 Y))‘-6. 
(x,.v) E R* 
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Next choose [E Cz(Iw2) such that O<[< 1, 1051 d 1, c(x,, yl)= 1 and 
define !K R2+ R by 
Y(x, y) = @(x7 Y) + 2X(x, Y). 
Y= @ off the support of [ and 
WI, y,)=@(x,, y,)+26> sup W, y)+b 
(x,.v) E iw* 
therefore there is a point (x,, yO) E lR2 such that 
V’(xO? Yo) 3 WG Y) for every (x, y) E !R2. (4.14) 
Moreover, it is easy to see that, for 6 < f SU~(.~,+)~ R~ (w(x, y) - W(x, y))‘, 
and 
w(xo, Yo) - @(x0, Yo) > 0 
(4.15) 
sup 
(‘,.l.)E D-82 
(w(x, v) - G(x, u))’ G (W(%, Y,) - W(%, Y0))’ + 26. 
Using (4.11) and (4.15) we obtain 
d l/u - VII + 26 + pH t, xo, Y,, 4x0, Y,), 
7 (x0, yo), !y (xo, yo)) 
-PH 6 xo, Y,, 4x0, Y,), T (xo, yo), 7 (xo, YO)) 
and therefore 
sup (4x7 u) - +(x2 Y))’ 
(.Y.V) Eu@ 
d llu--II +26+pLIlu-4 +PH t,xo, ~o,Wo, YO), 
( 
y (x0, yo)) 
t, xo, Y,, 4x0, Y,), y (x0, vo), 7 (x0, Y,)). 
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But (4.14) and (4.15) yield 
A x.+.pw 
pl(xo’vo)&$qx,, y.)-ZS~(x,, yo) 
and 
The monotonicity of H implies 
A x, + ‘PW 
6 xo, YO, 4x0, YO), ~ pa (x0, YOL 
-H 
( 
t, xo, YO, 4x0, YO), y (~0, YO) 
-2a~(xo,y,),~(x,,g,)-2~~(x~,l.o))~o. 
Combining all the above and letting 6 JO we obtain (4.12). 
Next we check (FlO). In view of (F9), we have 
IIF(t, p, 4 u)ll d IlF(t, P, % u) -qt, p, 0, O)ll + IIF(4 p, 0, O)ll 
G (1 + PL) II4 + Ilet, P, 0, ONI. 
Moreover, if w  = F( t, p, 0, 0), then 
4x, Y) = -pH 
A x, + .Pw 
t> (x, Y), 0, - pee (XT Y), 
But (4.7) and (4.8) yield 
thus 
TL+C,, 
IIDWII G 1 _ co 
IIF(t, P> 0, OH 6 P sup (KY) E @ 
5s co.r1 
IWG (x, Y),% P, s)l 
and 
IFIt, P, 4 u)ll 6ePL(l141 +&I 
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where 
For (Fll) observe that, if u E C~‘(R*), then F(t, p, U, U) E C~‘(lR*). Let 
(5, q) E R*. If w  = F(t, p, U, u), let W: R2 -+ [w be defined by 
qx, Y) = 4-x + r, Y + rl). 
It is easy to check that 
W = F( t, p, U, U + pf) 
where 
fi(x, y)=u(x+5, v+v) 
and 
f(x, Y) = H t, x, Y, U(x, ~1, cg? (x, y), 5!yz (x, y)) 
- H t, x + 5, Y + ?, W, Y), 7 (x, y), 7 (x, y)). 
But then (F9) and (H8) imply 
and 
IIDwll < IIDulI + pL + PL IIW d ePL(IPll +&I 
thus (Fll). 
Finally, we want to verify (F12). We show that 
SUP (F(e P, u, 4)(x, Y)- 4(x, Y) + pff(f, x, Y, 4x, ~1, Wx, Y))))’ 
(x.!J) E R2 
G Cd1 + 11~‘411 + IIWJII) P2 (4.16)’ 
where C, = C,(jlDull). Here we prove only (4.16)+; (4.16)- can be shown 
in exactly the same way. Let w  = F(t, p, U, 4). Without any loss of 
generality, we assume that 
SUP (4x, y) - 4(x, y) + pH(f, x, y, 4x> y), Wx, y))’ > 0. 
h!J) E Kc 
Let @: R2 + R be defined by 
@(x, Y) = (4x, Y) - #(x9 Y) + pff(t, x, Y, 4~ Y), Wx, Y)))‘. 
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Since @ is bounded, for every 6 > 0 there is a point (x1, yl) E R* such that 
@(Xl, Yl)> sup @(x3 Y)-6. 
(X,.V)E@ 
Next choose [E C;(R’) such that O<[< 1, 1051 6 1, ID*11 d 1, 
[(x,, yl)= 1 and define Y: R2+ R by 
yl(x, Y) = @(x, Y) + 2X(X> Y). 
Since Y = @ off the support of [ and 
yv(x,, .!J,)=W,, y,)+26> sup @(x, y)+S (.r,p) E R2 
there is a point (x,, yO) E R* such that 
yY(xo, Yo) 3 WG Y) for every (x, y) E R2. (4.17) 
It is easy to check that if 
6 < t sup (W(.& Y) -4(x, Y) + pH(t, x, Y, u(x, Y)? Wx, Y))’ 
(.1.1.) ER2 
then 
4-x,, Yo) - d(xo, Yo) + PH(f, x03 Yo, 4x0, Yo), wxo, Yo)) > 0 
and (4.18) 
sup (w(x, Y) - 4(x, Y) + @(A x, y, u(x, Y), W(A v))’ 
(LV)ER2 
G (w(xo, Yo) - 4(x0, Yo) + pff(t, x0, Yo, 4X0? Yo), wxo, Yo)) + 26. 
In this case we have 
W(XO? Yo) - d(xo, Yo) + PH(C x0, Yo, 4x0, YOL W(xo, Yo)) 
= P 
[ 
WC x0, Yo, 4x0, Yo), h(XO> Yo), d.“(XO> .!Jo)) 
-H 6 xo, Y,, 4x0, Y,), y (xo, yo), 7 (xc,, yol)]. 
( 
(4.19) 
But (4.17) implies 
7 (x0, yo) 
<I/p+.” (b-pH(t,.,-, 4.,.), D~(.,.))-2611(.,.))(~0, Y,) 
Pa 
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and 
~~~~~.-.“(9-PH(tr...,U(.,.),D~(~r~))-261(.,.))(Xg,Yo). 
PP 
The above inequalities together with (H8), the monotonicity of H, (4.3), 
(4.18) and (4.19) yield 
sup 
(X,Y)E Iw* 
(w(x, Y) - 4(x, Y) + pH(& x, Y, u(x, Y), W(x, Y))‘) 
WC xo, YO, 4x0, YO), 4x(x0> YO), tiybo, ~0)) 
- 2X)(x,, yo), $ dy--(4 - pH(t, ., ., ~9 WI - W(xo, YO) )I 
d 26 + Js (max(cl, P) llD’#ll + U1+ ID4 + llD2411) + 26) Lp2. 
Letting 6 JO we obtain (4.16)+. 
(b) It follows from Theorem 2.1(a), since in part (a) above we 
checked all of its hypotheses. 
Remark 4.1. One can prove the same result in the case that H satisfy 
(H4) type assumptions. 
Remark 4.2. Assumption (H9) is not really restrictive. In particular, it 
is easy to check that, if u E BUC( &) is the viscosity solution of 
u, + H(t, x, u, Du) = 0 in QT 
24(x, O)=u,(x) in RN 
then v(x, t) = u(x - tc, t), where c E RN, is the viscosity solution of 
u, + H( t, x - tc, Du) + c . Do = 0 in QT 
u(x, 0)=24,(x) in RN 
where c. Dv denotes the usual inner product RN. In view of (H9), we see 
that, with an appropriate choice of c, we can always achieve (HIO). 
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